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More...

The simple version of Ted Lemon's story: Young 

American goes to Burgundy. Becomes first American to 

run a Burgundian wine estate. Comes back and stays 

true to Pinot's motherland.

That would be the easy version, but it misses a crucial fact. For a quarter-century, Lemon has been hunting along 

the remote California coast, seeking places that speak absolutely of their roots and making wines that purely reflect a 

California sense of place.

"Being a slave to Europe is as much a mistake as saying that super-ripe California is a great expression," Lemon says. 

"You'll never hear what the land is saying if you just say, 'In Europe, they do this.' "

Few winemakers are as committed as Lemon to the sanctity of California terroir. He is a true believer in its potential - 

specifically in the ability, along a coastal stretch of Sonoma and Mendocino counties, to find unique sites for 

exceptional grapes. His quest provided the name for the 4,000-case winery he and his wife, Heidi, founded: 

Littorai, a plural for the Latin of "coasts."

Littorai wines are among the purest, most long-lasting expressions of Pinot Noir and Chardonnay in the New World. 

They have earned Lemon a reputation not as a Burgundian interpreter of California, but as a true American master. 

It is why Ted Lemon is The Chronicle's Winemaker of the Year.

Inspired in france

Lemon, 52, grew up in Bedford, N.Y. Inspired by a high-school trip to France, after attending Brown University he 

received a fellowship to study winemaking at the Universite de Bourgogne, then apprenticed at such famed estates 

as Dujac and Georges Roumier. In 1982, when Meursault's Roulot family sought a winemaker after patriarch Guy 

Roulot passed away, Dujac's Jacques Seysses gave high praise to the young American.

Lemon, just 24 at the time, had a simple, if daunting, task: maintain the style that Roulot had established, and 

manage the much older French vineyard crew.

"It wasn't a choice because he was an American," says Jean-Marc Roulot, Guy's son. "The choice was because we 

had to find a guy who was intelligent and sensitive, who could understand the way my father was working."
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Lemon completed three vintages before returning stateside to take a job at Chateau Woltner (now Ladera) in Napa 

Valley. At a Napa dinner in 1989, he was introduced to Heidi von Doepp. They married in July 1993, just two 

months before Littorai's first harvest.

If Lemon bristles at the Burgundy references in his past, that's actually where he gained a true appreciation for 

California's potential. In France, he tasted aged Chardonnays from Ridge and Mount Eden Vineyards: "Tasting 

American wine in a Burgundian context, with a Burgundian palate, showed me how much quality was there."

With Pinot in his bones, Lemon narrowed down to two options: head to Oregon's Willamette Valley or to the extreme 

Sonoma Coast. It was in a mid-1980s tasting group, with John Wetlaufer (now of Marcassin), Burt Williams of 

Williams Selyem and Steve Kistler of Kistler Vineyards that Lemon began to see "how much untapped potential 

there was on the Coast." 

Each bottle an ambassador

Littorai began humbly, as a side project, in 1993. Ted had become a consultant, while Heidi worked at a Napa 

winery and minded the Littorai wine (then made at Robert Pecota Winery in Calistoga) in her free time. 

She recalls joking to their accountant: "I made a case we could write off all our dinners at home because all we'd talk 

about was business."

Littorai is the rare label that paid its own way over the years, beginning with just $10,000 in the bank. The Lemons 

knew the only way to preserve Ted's quest was to remain small. 

"I didn't want to make big, flamboyant wines," Ted says. "I knew that if we were not going to make that school, we 

darn well needed to figure out how to sell wines."

So he took a page from Burgundy - specifically from the 1930s, when elite producers battled economic crisis by 

selling their wines directly to Paris restaurants. Lemon turned to top Bay Area wine buyers and sommeliers, who 

became loyal converts. Soon Littorai had a band of well-connected evangelists who often shared his bottles as a 

special treat for knowing customers.

"We loved them from the start," says Peter Palmer, the longtime wine director at Farallon and creator of San 

Francisco's PinotFest, who has bought Littorai since its first vintage. "Immediately his wines for me captured 

everything that I liked about Pinot Noir: the elegance, the fragrance, the natural texture."

For the Lemons, the strategy was more practical. With merely 150 cases each of Pinot Noir and Chardonnay, as 

Heidi puts it, "We needed every bottle to be an ambassador."

A consultant, Ted made the original two vintages of Archery Summit, now one of Oregon's most successful Pinot 

labels. Other jobs came with Estancia, Green & Red, Clos Pegase and Reverie. In 2002, he took on a New Zealand 

project, Burn Cottage. And for a decade starting in 1997, Lemon made the Littorai wines in the Black Sears facility 

on Howell Mountain, site of another winemaking gig. 

Finally, in 2008, the Lemons moved into their new home for Littorai - a straw-insulated winery outside Sebastopol. 

Lemon's office looks out over the dramatic knoll that hosts his Pivot vineyard.
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Farming the terroir

In the vineyard, Lemon resembles less a farmer than a professor on a field trip. There is no haste as he wanders 

through his Haven site one rainy December day, on a ridge outside Occidental just 4 miles from the ocean. He 

pauses, gazes at the damp, green cover crop, and yanks out an intruding, yellow spotted cat's ear.

It's no surprise that he holds a palpable hostility against the current Pinot-by-numbers rage - a mix of fashionable 

nursery-bought vines, overly ripe fruit and deeply extracted wines. "This does not equal terroir," he sighs.

And there is frustration with how California has allowed a divide to fester between farmer and winemaker. If most 

winemakers think simply in terms of grapes, Lemon sees no way to make great wine without complete dedication to 

farming a particular place. Hence, he finds vineyard managers more essential than vineyard owners. The path to 

terroir is, to Lemon, through the person who lives and breathes a site's every nuance.

"That's when you break this awful barrier of the language of 'fruit,' " he says. "That's an awful phrase, when you talk 

about 'great fruit.' "

Lemon chose to farm the Haven according to the biodynamic principles of Rudolf Steiner. But ask him why and you 

will, of course, get an intellectual's answer. Although Steiner's sometimes controversial theories intrigued Lemon, 

they weren't persuasive. "I didn't believe, I didn't disbelieve," Lemon says. "I was a blank slate."

Rather than Steiner, he's far more likely to quote UC Berkeley agro-ecologist Miguel Altieri. He compares gophers to 

Caterpillar bulldozers in their efficiency to move soil. But conventional farming - which he confronted in Burgundy 

- is a focal point for his frustration. Back in his office, he waves a reproduction of a French textbook diagram of plant 

anatomy, showing the carbon life cycle. "That's what European viticulture became in the 20th century, it became 

all about chemistry."

So Lemon constantly needles his growers to improve their practices. He wants Chardonnay whiz Charlie Heintz to 

dry farm. Littorai's is the sole parcel at Hirsch Vineyards in Cazadero to be farmed organically.

"We have this opportunity to redefine what wine farming will be for the future," he says. "Those opportunities are 

gone for the great wine regions of Europe."

Quest for acreage

The quest for great land inevitably drove Lemon north, to Anderson Valley in western Mendocino County. In 1992, 

the valley had yet to become Pinot heaven. Farming was for volume; grape prices hovered around $800 per ton 

(they're currently about five times that). Lemon arrived with a pioneering concept: He would pay by the acre, not 

the ton, if growers followed his farming guidance.

Local grower Richard Savoy was the first to bite - agreeing to what Lemon estimates is now the longest standing 

per-acre grape contract in California. Lemon tested out a single acre of Savoy's vines - a mix of old California vine 

selections. It would become the source of his defining bottling, One Acre. 

Lemon scouted further afield. He went to the westernmost outposts of Sonoma. Few vineyards dotted the ridges at 

the time, but in 1994 he struck deals with the Hirsch, Heintz and Hillcrest sites. Then came Savoy's self-named 
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vineyard and the Cerise parcel, plus the Theriot and Summa vineyards in Occidental. With each Lemon saw the 

potential to make extraordinary, long-lasting wine.

"There is an ideal potential for any given site," he says, "and it's our job to get as close to that potential as possible."

In 2001, amid the last downturn, the Lemons acquired 10 acres that would become the Haven. Five acres wound up 

in vine; the remaining 5 were left wild. By that time, Ted had already become convinced that biodynamic precepts 

were the best option for sustainable farming. So his vineyard was biodynamic from the start, though never certified, 

planted on open land. Just two trees had to be cleared. The entire amphitheater of vines remains covered in 

permanent cover crop, as is the case for all his vineyards. 

The soil - a complex jumble of shale, sandstone and serpentine that's not out of place for the coastal uplift - hasn't 

been turned over in more than seven years.

Few hard rules

Lemon's style of wine is deliberately hard to pin down. His winemaking is kept as transparent as possible to highlight 

each vineyard's signature. 

One of his few mandates is the use of only indigenous yeasts, and no enzymes or nutrients. His fermentations stretch 

on, often into summer. A single Pinot vintage can take 16 months to complete. 

But there are few hard rules. Lemon uses whole Pinot clusters at times, but never to excess. Chardonnay is 

fermented in an evolving mix of oak barrels, oak casks and metal barrels. Currently he's trying to preserve natural 

acidity in his wines so he can fully abandon the routine Californian practice of adding acid.

But he remains too introspective to fall into habits. He often talks about the fact that he will only be able to make

about 30 vintages in his lifetime. Each should mark an improvement. 

Case in point: While many vintners were blindsided by wildfires that wiped out much of the 2008 Pinot crop, 

Lemon chose salvageable lots and bundled them into his younger-drinking blends. He sold his '08s before releasing 

the 2007s.

One other notion held over from his Burgundian tutelage: Lemon is an absolute believer in the need for wines to age. 

Littorai wines show a firm, powerful structure ("Ted's wines seem to have more of a spinal column," Roulot says) in a 

counterpoint to the current up-front style of Pinot Noir - or what Lemon calls "the ebullient style of American 

winemaking."

Hence, Littorai bottles are rarely obvious at first approach. Pinots merely hint at their aromatic potential - his 2007 

Hirsch is just starting to show its coniferous aromas - and young Chardonnays often seem tensely wound and 

inflected with oak. They take years to emerge. 

"I think it's important to produce American wine that has the ability not only to survive but to become something 

more," he says. "Otherwise I think we're dooming ourselves."

Unending pursuit
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Since the terrain Lemon explores is still so young, in wine terms, his pursuit of spectacular soil never quite ends. 

Many vineyards have been dumped from the Littorai lineup over the years. 

Even his best parcels haven't always endured. Savoy's One Acre, hobbled by phylloxera, was declassified in 2003 

and had to be replanted after the 2004 harvest. 

"Why are there so few sites that really have something special to say?" Lemon asks. "That difference is what makes 

most of us get up in the morning."

Which brings us back to the Pivot, Lemon's newest vineyard and a laboratory for his beliefs about self-contained 

farming.

On 30 acres sit just 3 acres of Pinot Noir, plus a long pile of compost, honeybees, 14 acres of open field that produce 

400 bales of hay - and the Lemons' home, where the couple lives with their three sons, Nicholas, 12; Anders, 9; and 

Niels, 6. Lemon is restoring open oak fields and another 7 acres of woodland habitat. Between every 10th row of 

vines lie wildflowers - California poppy and calendula - to draw insects. In an old barn sits the dried chamomile and 

nettles Lemon grows for soil preparations. 

"This is going to be a long-term labor of love," Lemon says. "I wish I had a second lifetime. Heidi and I will do our 

damndest before we're sitting in wheelchairs with our shotguns, making the boys do the work."

From the notebook

Tasting Littorai Pinot Noirs can be tricky, because they're constantly evolving and deepening. It is possible to taste a 

wine like the 2002 Littorai Hirsch Vineyard and find it still young, full of vibrant red fruit and firm mineral power.

Littorai loyalists know that the various vineyards Ted Lemon uses show their signature through each vintage - 

Theriot maintains its darker, richer profile, while Haven shows up with bay leaf and taut raspberry fruit. While the 

single-vineyard efforts are rare - and priced accordingly - the more accessible blends are a rather good value for 

Pinot.

Because Lemon released his 2008s before the 2007s, both vintages may be available on shelves.

2007 Littorai Hirsch Vineyard Sonoma Coast Pinot Noir ($65): From Lemon's parcel of Hirsch - the 

organically farmed portion of block 6, planted to a mix of 114, Swan and Pommard selections. Musky, foresty scents 

give way to a profound citrus-edged power, with a woolly edge of the fruit and a chewy, dense profile. Darker in its 

fruit than it was a year ago, but with clear Hirsch intensity.

2007 Littorai Les Larmes Anderson Valley Pinot Noir ($38): This blend of multiple lots from Lemon's 

Anderson Valley parcels is a bit closed right now, but clearly structured and packed with bright red fruit. Another 

year should help it shine, and it has enough backbone to last for five years or more.

2008 Littorai The Pivot Vineyard Sonoma Coast Pinot Noir ($60): These young vines from the three 

acres next to the Littorai winery are still showing a hint of oak. But a subtle woodland profile - rain-soaked 

mushrooms and moss - offsets delicate wild strawberry and Bing cherry. An intense brightness gets even more 

wound up as you approach the finish.
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2007 Littorai Theriot Vineyard Sonoma Coast Pinot Noir ($70): The opulent black cherry and plum skin 

is showing a bit more wood than the '08, with its scents of soy and fern. But coriander aromas (Lemon describes it as 

"mahogany") and heady kirsch flavors show the impact that's typical of Theriot.

2007 Littorai The Haven Sonoma Coast Pinot Noir ($75): From Lemon's five biodynamically farmed acres 

west of Occidental. Plush and yet totally focused, with floral tones, sandalwood and sour-cherry accents. Perfectly 

pitched, it's a testament to his views on farming.

2008 Littorai Heintz Vineyard Sonoma Coast Chardonnay ($60): An absolute youngster, with the oak 

still up front. Yuzu zest and an electrifying mineral presence show the energy and future potential of Charlie Heintz's 

dramatic Chardonnay vineyard, which Lemon has been using for 17 years.

- Jon Bonné

Littorai

Because of its small size, Littorai doesn't have a tasting room, but tours and tastings are offered by appointment at the 

winery outside Sebastopol. For more details, phone (707) 823-9586 or e-mail info@littorai.com.

More to come

Check back in mid-January as the The Chronicle unveils its Winemakers to Watch.

E-mail Jon Bonné at jbonne@sfchronicle.com.
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